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Institution of Civil Engineers Hong Kong Association 
Graduates & Students Division 

 

19th Annual General Meeting 
 
 
18:30 on Tuesday, 16 June 2020 
 
5/F Diamond Room, 
The Cityview, 23 Waterloo Road,  
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
 
 

Agenda 
 
Item Particulars 
 
1. Confirmation of Minutes of 18th AGM held on 24 May 2019 
 
2. Adoption of Chairman’s Report for Session 2019-2020 
 
3. Adoption of Annual Financial Report 2019 
   
4. Adoption of proposed changes to Regulations 
 
5. Installation of the Committee, Session 2020-2021 
 
6. Any other business 
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Institution of Civil Engineers 
Hong Kong Association Graduates & Students Division 
Session 2018-2019 
 

Minutes of the 18th Annual General Meeting 
 

 
Minutes 
Item  
 The Honorary Secretary declared the commencement of meeting at 18:45 and welcomed 

guests and attendees. 
1.   Confirmation of Minutes of 17th AGM held on 18 May 2018 

The Honorary Secretary sought comments/queries on the minutes of the 17th Annual General 
Meeting held on 18 May 2018. Since no comments or questions were raised, the Honorary 
Secretary invited a proposer and seconder for adoption of the Minutes. Ms Lok Yin LI 
proposed and Ms Ching Yan LEE seconded the motion to adopt the Minutes. As such, the 
Minutes of 17th AGM held on 18 May 2018 was formally adopted. 

2. Adoption of Chairman’s Report for Session 2018-2019 
The Honorary Secretary invited the Chairman, Mr Jin Vincent YIP, to present the Chairman’s 
Report for the session 2018-2019. 

2.1 The Chairman’s Report for Session 2018-2019 was presented by the Chairman. In summary, 
the Chairman reported that the session 2018-2019 had delivered successful events regarding 
professional knowledge, personal development, student development, overseas exposure and 
external engagement. The Chairman also introduced the succession of the next session. Major 
achievement are summarised as below: 
a. Professional knowledge 

 Site Visit and Seminar team successfully organised eight evening seminars, seven 
technical visits and two full-day seminars. 

 Four sessions of Mock Chartered Professional Review Workshop were organised to 
help the candidates to prepare for their professional review. 

Date: 24 May 2019 (Friday) 
Meeting Time: 18:45 – 19:10 
Meeting Venue: Room TU107, Yip Kit Chuen Building (TU Wing), 

The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
Attendants: Please refer to Appendix 1 
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Item  
 Emerging Engineers Award 2018 Regional Final was organised to promote and reward 

excellence in communication of civil engineering ideas, researches and best practices. 
b. Personal development 

 Personal Development team organised the Communications Competition to enhance 
participants’ interpersonal skills. 

 The Division collaborated with ICAC to deliver a seminar on ethics in practice for civil 
engineers. 

c. Student development 
 Student Development team organised university introductory talks for over 600 

students to support them for early preparation on professional development. 
 Student Development team invited young engineers to share knowledge, experiences 

and the latest trend in the student mentorship programme – Engineers x Engineers.  
 Model Building Competition was organised to practise the knowledge learnt in lectures 

and build models to sustain dynamic loadings. 
 Student Development team organised two site visits aimed to broaden the students’ 

view in civil engineer. 
d. Overseas exposure 

 Delegation team organised two overseas delegations to the United Kingdom and 
Japan. 

e. External Engagement 
 The Division actively engaged in outreaching and joint-society activities in this session. 
 The Division collaborated with other young professional groups to co-organise Future 

Engineering Project for introducing engineering to secondary school students. 
 External Engagement Team organised a half-year campaign – “Shaping Our Future 

City 2019” for secondary school students to explore the world of civil engineering. 
f. Succession 

 The membership grew dramatically from 1850 to 2124. 
 The Division had recruited more than 80 helpers. 
 The number of activities reached a new height of 59 with total attendance over 3500. 
 A series of joint-society activities including one-day seminar, lifestyle workshops and 

volunteering works were organised for members to expand their network and exchange 
ideas with professionals from different disciplines. 

 A series of conference, workshops, seminars and competitions have been planned. 
The Chairman thanked committee members and helpers for their efforts; sponsors, speakers, 
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Item  
judges and co-organisers for their contribution and members for their support. 

2.2 The Honorary Secretary thanked the Chairman for his report and opened the floor for 
comments and questions on the Chairman’s Report. Since no comments or questions were 
raised, the Honorary Secretary invited a proposer and seconder for adoption of the Chairman’s 
Report. Ms Ching Yan LEE proposed and Ms Hoi Ching YAU seconded the motion to adopt 
the Chairman’s Report. As such, the Chairman’s Report for Session 2018-2019 was formally 
adopted. 

3. Adoption of Annual Financial Report 2018 
The Honorary Secretary invited the Honorary Treasurer, Ms Siu Man LAI, to present the Annual 
Financial Report 2018. 

3.1 The Honorary Treasurer summarised the total income and expenditure of the accounts for the 
year 2018 as HK$626,108 and HK$389,384 respectively. The net expense was HK$236,724, 
which was under the granted budget of HK$244,430 in the financial year 2018. The Division’s 
finances were summarised as being in good state. 

3.2 The Honorary Secretary thanked the Honorary Treasurer for her report and opened the floor 
for comments and questions on the Annual Financial Report 2018. Since no comments or 
questions were raised, the Honorary Secretary invited a proposer and seconder for adoption 
of the Financial Report. Ms Hoi Ching YAU proposed and Mr Tsing POON seconded the motion 
to adopt the Financial Report. As such, the Annual Financial Report 2018 was formally 
adopted. 

4. Installation of Committee, Session 2019-2020 
The Honorary Secretary introduced the Committee of Institution of Civil Engineers Hong Kong 
Association Graduates and Students Division, Session 2019-2020. 

5. Any Other Business 
The Honorary Secretary invited discussion and comments from the floor. As no other business 
being raised, the Honorary Secretary announced the 18th Annual General Meeting adjourned 
at 19:10. 

 
Prepared by 
 
 
Irene NGAI 
Honorary Secretary of Session 2018-2019 
21 July 2019 
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Institution of Civil Engineers Hong Kong Association 
Graduates and Students Division 
 

Chairman’s Report for Session 2019-2020 
 

It has been a distinctive year for Graduates and Students Division (G&S). With members’ health and 
safety as our top priority, we pursued alternatives to continue to provide events and activities for our 
members. It is my greatest honour to be the Chairman of ICE HKA G&S Session 2019-2020 and work 
with an outstanding team of graduates and students in the committee. Before presenting the Report, I 
wish to take this opportunity to thank them and also our predecessors of the past 18 years for their 
great contributions. 
 

Professional knowledge 
 
One of G&S’s main objectives has always remain as the development of professional knowledge. Two 
evening seminar, five technical visits and one technical webinar were held in this session. The one-day 
seminar has been postponed to later this year due to the current health and safety situation.   
 
We organised technical visits to works sites with a range natures, including infrastructure works for the 
Central Kowloon Route, reclamation works in Tung Chung East, water park works in Ocean Park, 
highway construction in Sai Kung. Similarly, the technical seminar we organised covered various 
aspects of civil engineering such as reclamation with deep cement mixing and wind friendly buildings. 
The One-Day Seminar on Risk mitigation in civil engineering projects – systemisation, optimisation, 
solution will be held later this year. To provide alternative way to attend technical seminar, we conducted 
our first webinar which was about the Integrated Waste Management Facilities. The diversity of site 
visit and seminars/webinar empowered our members to discover and develop different technical 
knowledge about the civil engineering industry, especially in Hong Kong.  
 
Moreover, two Mock Chartered Professional Review Workshops were organised to facilitate candidates 
in better preparing for their professional reviews and strengthened their presentation skill. We also 
organised the Emerging Engineers Award 2019 Regional Final with an overwhelming of 23 fascinating 
submissions about different civil engineering ideas, researches and best practices.  
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Personal development 
 
In the modern civil engineering industry, solutions require more than just technical knowledge. 
Therefore, the Personal Development Team initiated different events for our members to explore and 
understand different situations like the challenges people with AIDS face. These experiences widened 
our members’ horizons with exclusive social workshops and events.  
 
Despite being restricted with face-to-face interaction, we continued to organise the signature event – 
Communications Competition with a slight twist. This year, we conducted the competition through 
electronic means where candidates’ presentations of the given project scenario were submitted 
electronically and evaluated by our professional judges. Their communication skills were further 
enhanced through a series of questions, answering with their innovative strategies.  
 

Student development 
 
This year, we further expanded our support to student’s development. The Student Development Team 
endeavoured to serve more students with more events for better career planning and professional 
development. A series of workshops, site visits and sharing session were exclusively organised for 
students.  
 
To facilitate and provide guidance to the career planning and professional advancement of university 
students, six introductory sessions were held at local institutions with over 600 students attended. More 
in-depth sharing was promoted through two sessions of CV and interview skills workshop from 
employers’ perspective.  
 
We aimed to expand our student mentorship programme – Engineers x Engineers where young 
engineers from different parties collaborate and share their career choices, professional experiences 
and the latest trend in the industry. As we had to cancel some of the sessions, we strive to remain 
informative to our students by creating booklets and handouts for students and mentors to learn and 
share through electronic discussions.  
 
The team intended to provide hands-on opportunities for students to transfer their technical knowledge 
into real-life scenarios. As a result, a pre-competition workshop for the Model Building Competition was 
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held in January. Participants visited the Tsing Ma control area and attended a technical seminar held 
by professional experts, broadening students’ perspective in civil engineering. Unfortunately, due to 
unforeseen situation, the competition had to be postponed until further notice.  
 

Overseas exposure 
 
The Delegation Team continued to expand our members’ international exposure. The delegation to 
Thailand was held successfully and our delegates gained extensive insight to local sustainable planning 
and construction technologies by a range of visits and meetings at construction sites, companies and 
institutions. A delegation to the Nordic region was planned by the team over the course of the session. 
However, we regrettably cancelled it in view of our members’ health and safety.   
 

External engagement 
 
To facilitate our members in expanding their networks and exchange ideas with professional from 
different disciplines, we provided opportunities such as lifestyle workshop, one-day seminar and parties. 
We continued to work with various young professional groups in collaborating events for our members.  
 

A distinctive year  
 
With the inevitable effort of the committee members, helpers and supporters, G&S continued to develop 
and grow. Through proactive promotion, we maintained the growth in graduate and student 
membership by 11% from 2,124 to 2,349 as of May 2020. Despite the social restrictions, we organised 
a total of 34 events with about 1,800 attendees. In addition, we recruited more than 80 new helpers 
throughout the session. Their passionate engagement and innovative ideas are a key drive to our 
success.  
 
This year has been extraordinary for G&S. The team began the session initially by planning over 50 
events with substantial amount of effort. However, civil engineers always encounter unexpected 
challenges, even the team as young civil engineers. In the hope of continue to serve our members 
without being affected by international health and safety matter, the team embraced the challenges. 
We created in-depth preparation and contingency plans for every event to minimise our members’ 
concerns. In unavoidable situations, we explored options such as webinar. Unfortunately, we still had 
to postpone five events cancelled over 15 events including our distinguished campaign for secondary 
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school students – Shaping Our Future City.  
 
 

Vote of thanks 
 
Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge and thank the committee and helpers for 
their extensive efforts throughout this session in conducting the busy business of the Division. The 
success does not rely solely on their input, but also on the on-going support from sponsors, supporting 
organisations, speakers, judges and co-organisers, and most importantly the participation and support 
from all our members. I would also like to thank ICE HKA and the Regional Support Team for their 
continuous advice and support throughout the year. As the session is coming to the end, I wish Mandy 
and her team a remarkable success in the next session. Thank you! 
 
 

Winnie Lai  
Chairman, Session 2019-2020 
Graduates and Students Division 
Institution of Civil Engineers Hong Kong Association 

 
 





Total Cost
(HKD)

(1)

Total Income
(HKD)

(2)

Net 
Expenditure

(HKD)
(1) + (2)

1.1          G&S U19 Activities 32,391.00 -                      32,391.00

1.2          Sharing Session by Experienced Civil Engineers 
(8 No.) 1,887.00 -                      1,887.00

1.3          ICE introductory talks (6 No.) 6,861.53 -                      6,861.53
1.4          Mock CPR Presentation Workshop (4 No.) 9,884.70 ( 10,588.90) (704.20)

Total Membership / Education & Inspiration      51,024.23 (10,588.90) 40,435.33 

2.1          G&S meetings
2.1.1 G&S Election & AGM 13,974.00 -                      13,974.00
2.1.2 G&S Committee meeting 2,979.10 -                      2,979.10
2.1.3 G&S Division AGM seminar 12,949.50 -                      12,949.50

2.2          G&S Division knowledge, inspiration, and 
networking

2.2.1 Technical visits (7 No.) 5,600.00 -                      5,600.00
2.2.2 Technical seminars and workshops (4 No.) 7,135.90 -                      7,135.90

2.2.3 Professional and personal development 
workshops and tours (4 No.) 25,940.10 ( 16,513.85) 9,426.25

2.2.4 One-day seminar (1 No.) 40,437.00 ( 17,373.63) 23,063.37
2.2.5 Delegation 1 (20 participants) 348,201.80 ( 192,000.00) 156,201.80
2.2.6 Delegation 2 (19 participants) 132,074.00 ( 110,000.00) 22,074.00
2.2.7 Delegation related seminars (1 No.) 4,666.80 -                      4,666.80

2.3          Emerging Engineers Award 5,050.00 -                      5,050.00
2.4          Communications Competition 8,612.80 -                      8,612.80
2.5          Model building Competition 9,293.80 ( 100.00) 9,193.80

Total Knowledge / Inspiration / Networking 616,914.80 (335,987.48) 280,927.32 

667,939.03 (346,576.38) 321,362.65 

626,270.00 (303,900.00) 322,370.00 

Grand Total Actual

Total G&S Event Budget

 The Institution of Civil Engineers, Hong Kong Association
 Graduates and Students Division
2019 Actual expenses 

1) Membership / Education & Inspiration

 2) Knowledge / Inspiration / Networking  
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THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS HONG KONG ASSOCIATION 
 

REGULATIONS 
OF THE 

GRADUATES AND STUDENTS DIVISION 
 
REGULATIONS   

 
Name 1.1 The name of the division shall be the ‘Institution of Civil 

Engineers Hong Kong Association Graduates and Students 
Division’, or abbreviated as the ‘ICE HKA G&S’. For the purpose 
of this “Regulations”, the ‘ICE HKA G&S’ shall be referred to as 
the ‘Division’. The ‘Institution of Civil Engineers Hong Kong 
Association’ shall be referred to herein as the ‘Association’ and 
The ‘Institution of Civil Engineers’ shall be referred to herein as 
the ‘Institution’. 
 

Membership 1.2 The Division shall comprise all Graduate and Student members 
of the Association as defined in the Constitution of the 
Association 
 

Election to Corporate 
Membership 

1.3 Membership lapses upon admission to Corporate Membership of 
the Institution, but members of the Committee, as defined in 
Clause 2.2, may continue to serve as such until the end of the 
Session, prescribed by Clause 2.8, in which they were so 
admitted.  Members of an ad hoc committee or working party 
may continue to serve until its business is completed. 
 

Objects 1.4 The objects of the Division shall be 
 
(a) To promote and encourage the acquisition of knowledge 

by members in all matters appertaining to the profession 
of engineering, which may include holding meetings for 

 
(i) The reading and discussion of papers written by 

members of the Institution. 
(ii) The presentation of lectures and films on 

subjects of engineering and scientific interest. 
(iii) Discussion on engineering and scientific 

subjects; 
 

(b) To visit works of engineering or scientific interest. 
 

  (c) To encourage personal contact and a corporate spirit 
amongst its members and to assist the Council of the 
Institution and the Association to do so amongst all 
Graduate and Student Members of the Institution. 

 
(d)      To seek and represent the views of the membership on   

institutional and external affairs. 
 

Constitution of the  
Association 

1.5 The Division shall abide by the Constitution of the Association 
wherever and whenever applicable.   
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ADMINISTRATION 
 
Management  2.1 The affairs of the Division shall be managed by the Officers of the 

Committee regulated in accordance with Clause 2.2 and be subject 
to approval by the Association. 
 

The Committee 2.1A The Committee shall consist of 
 
(a) Fifteen elected members of the Division, to be elected 

amongst and by members defined in Clause 1.2, and; 
 
(b) Not more than eight student representatives nominated in 

accordance with Clause 2.13, from among the 
representatives at each university, in the Territory, accredited 
by the Council of the Institution, and; 

 
(c) The immediate past chairman of the Committee may be co-

opted by the Committee as advisor, and; 
 
(d) Not more than seven members of the Division to be co-opted 

by the Committee as co-opted members. 
 
If the number of elected members should fall below fifteen, the 
Committee shall induct members into the Committee to fill the 
vacancies as soon as practicable. 
 

The Officers of the 
Committee 

2.2 The following Officers, elected from and by the fifteen elected 
members, as defined in Clause 2.1A(a), shall manage the affairs 
of the Division, 
 
(a) A Chairman 
(b) One or two Vice Chairman/ Vice Chairmen  
(c) An Honorary Secretary 
(d) An Honorary Treasurer 
(e) Ten or eleven Committee Members 
 

Status of  the Officers 2.3 In addition to being the Officers of the Committee, the elected 
members, as defined in Clause 2.1A(a) shall be the Officers of 
the Division and shall be titled as such. 
 

Chairman 2.4 The Chairman, or a nominated deputy, shall take the Chair at all 
meetings of the Division and at all meetings of the Committee, 
and on such other occasions as necessary. 
 

Vice Chairman 2.5 The Vice Chairman/ Vice Chairmen shall assist the Chairman in 
all Division matters. At least one Vice Chairman shall handle 
external affairs of the Division.  
 

Honorary Secretary 2.6 The Honorary Secretary shall be responsible for the 
administration of the Division's activities at the direction of the 
Committee. 
 

Honorary Treasurer 2.7 The Honorary Treasurer shall be responsible for the financial 
affairs of the Division's activities at the direction of the 
Committee. 
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Term of Office 2.8 A newly elected Committee member shall hold office in the two 

three Sessions [Regarding the succession of G&S, we would like 
to extend the term of office] following the Session in which they 
were elected. If a Committee member’s performance in the first 
or second Session is deemed to be unsatisfactory by a minimum 
of two thirds of the Committee, as voted in an Ordinary Meeting 
as defined in Clause 3.3, then that Committee member will not 
be eligible to hold office in the subsequent Session. A “Session” 
shall comprise the period from one Annual General Meeting to 
the succeeding Annual General Meeting.  A member may seek 
re-election, however no member may serve on the Committee 
for more than four consecutive Sessions. 
 

Election of the Committee 
 

2.9 Not later than two months prior to expiry of the term of office of 
the existing Committee, the Division shall notify all members of 
the Division that nominations for positions on the Committee are 
required.  The nominations must be made in writing, signed by a 
proposer and a seconder either by hand or electronically 
[Regarding the flexibility of nominations, we would like to provide 
the option of electronic signature], both of whom must be 
members of the Division as defined in Clause 1.2.  Furthermore, 
the nominee must also sign by hand or electronically the 
nomination expressing willingness to serve on the Committee.  A 
member may nominate one candidate at most and may second one 
candidate at most.  No member can nominate or second himself or 
herself. 
 

 2.10 If the number of nominations is less than or equal to the number 
of the Committee posts available, all nominees shall be deemed 
elected.  
 

 2.11 In all other circumstances, an electronic or postal ballot shall be 
arranged. Voting papers, information on the candidates and 
instructions for voting shall be sent to the registered email 
address or postal address [Regarding the flexibility of ballot 
submission, we would like to provide the option of electronic or 
postal ballot] of all Graduate and Student members of the 
Division. Candidates will be voted into office on a simple 
majority basis. In the event that the vote does not provide clear 
result on the basis of number of votes per Candidate due to a 
deadlock, at least two-thirds of the current Committee will 
exercise a casting vote to resolve the deadlock.  The casting vote 
can only be exercised when such a deadlock exists and will be 
considered final. All members of the Division shall be informed 
of the results of the election.  All elected members shall be subject 
to approval by the Committee of the Association. 
 

 2.12 
 

The Committee posts to be assumed by each of the newly elected 
members shall be determined amongst themselves. 
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Student Representatives 2.13   Student representatives shall have been nominated and elected by 
the Students of the Institution at the accredited universities on 
receipt of a request from the Committee of the Division and shall 
serve on the Committee for not more than 3 years in this capacity. 
 

Funds 2.14 The Division shall apply for funding from the Association for 
the purpose of carrying out its affairs by ways of a budget for 
each session.  An account of the expenditure of these funds, in 
the form of annual accounts, shall be rendered to the Association 
prior to the end of the current Session, for the forthcoming 
Session or at any time requested by the Association. 
 
 

Regulations 2.15 Any member shall, on request, be furnished with a copy of the 
Regulations of the Division 
 

ACTIVITIES 
 

  

Programme of Activities 3.1 During each Session, the Committee shall arrange a programme 
of activities that may include, inter alia, debates, visits, tours, 
meetings, courses and conferences. The Committee may also 
organise various social functions, and may endeavour to hold 
annual function. 
 

Emerging Engineers 
Award  

3.2 An annual competition shall be held for papers written by 
members of the Division.  
 

Meetings 3.3 (a) Ordinary Meetings will be held from time to time during 
the Session at the discretion of the Committee. 

 
(b) Four Committee members of whom at least two shall be 

the Officers shall form a quorum. 
 

 3.4 An Annual General Meeting shall be held each Session prior to 
the Annual General Meeting of the Association, in which the 
Committee shall present a report on the activities of the Division 
in the period since the previous Annual General Meeting. 
 

 3.5 A Special General Meeting for specific purposes relevant to the 
affairs of the Division shall be called by the Committee if: 
 
(a)  The Committee requires such a meeting, or 
 
(b) The Honorary Secretary receives a request over the 

signatures of at least twenty members of the Division, 
indicating the matter (or matters) for discussion. At least 
fourteen days' notice shall be given of the meeting to all 
members of the Division. For the purpose of this meeting, 
a quorum shall be forty members of the Division. 

 
 3.6 Any decisions made in a General Meeting shall be announced and 

communicated to members within three months.  
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Visitors to Meetings 3.7 All members of the Association, the Division, and visitors are 
welcome to attend the Ordinary Meetings. Whether these 
members and visitors shall be permitted to participate in 
discussions shall be at the discretion of the Chairman of the 
Division. 
  

END 
 


